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sadhana class the first class will be held at bangalore on the following date.
september 5th, 2011 at 10:30 am. the class will be held in the yoga room of

the yogi's home and will include some asanas, pranayama (breathing
exercises), relaxation and meditation. sadhana class the next class will be held

at bangalore on the following date. september 12th, 2011 at 10:30 am. the
class will be held in the yoga room of the yogi's home and will include some

asanas, pranayama (breathing exercises), relaxation and meditation. sadhana
class the next class will be held at bangalore on the following date. september
19th, 2011 at 10:30 am. the class will be held in the yoga room of the yogi's

home and will include some asanas, pranayama (breathing exercises),
relaxation and meditation. in the pre-vinyasa yoga the asanas are held a little
longer as the awareness is being turned towards the breath. the first half of

the practice is focused on the asanas and the second half on the pranayama.
the pranayama is used to clear the mind. it is generally an "active"

pranayama, in the sense that the pranayama is used to activate the prana, or
life energy, which is found in the body. in the vinyasa style the asanas are held

a little longer and the pranayama is done at the end of the asanas. bandha
asana pranayama bandha is often mentioned in the literature as bandha,

mudra, bandhanamudra, bandhandamudra, bandhnamudra. according to the
hatha-yoga-pradeepika by shivashrik, a bandha is an inward or outward

muscle contraction that forcibly resists the flow of the pranic current within a
particular channel. in other words, a bandha is a physical contraction to stop

the prana flow.
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the following are my reasons for choosing bikram yoga. i have had many
different yoga experiences and have always been drawn towards bikram yoga.

it's the only bikram-style yoga that i know of in north america. the other
attributes to this practice are that it is very disciplined and it builds strength
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and stamina quickly. there are no "techniques", "strengthening" or "energy"
classes at these centres. these disciplines are the essence of the practice and
are some of the most powerful exercises in my experience. in other studios,

either during the warmup (which is called "preparation") or before the practice
(pre-practice or warmup) there is a lot of stretching with weird positions and i

am not comfortable with this. perhaps, this is an inherited feeling from my
days of studying anatomy. however, as i have practiced at a different studio

over the years, i have always felt more comfortable at the "iskcon" centre. the
approach of the nāḍīśodhana series of techniques, practiced after a course of
asanas and pranayama, has helped me. for the first time i felt the actual flow
of the nerves and the blood all the way along the channels. one of the finest
innovators of hatha yoga and nadi shodhana (yoga of the subtle energies or
nadis), alasinga rameshwara actively teaches this great vinyasa sadhana all

over the world. to her students, he represents a combination of the yogi of the
physical world and the yogi of the subtle world. as always, alasinga provides a

straightforward and thorough presentation of the immense importance of
these two limbs of yoga: physical mastery of breath and mastery of

concentration. this is coupled with a comprehensive introduction to the
practice of pranayama including the tools of breathing and mudra. this manual

is for practitioners of ashtanga, bikram, iyengar, and alternative yoga.
students of other styles will also benefit from this comprehensive approach.
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